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Тurkic Weekly aims to keep you regularly informed on the latest news of the Turkic 

World. Turkic Weekly provides you with reliable information and timely analysis on key 

political, socio-economic and scientific events across Turkic-speaking states. 

                     This Newsletter is diligently prepared by the International Turkic Academy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

THE 13TH KAZAKHSTAN-RUSSIA INTERREGIONAL FORUM WERE HELD IN ASTANA 

The presidents of both countries had attended the Forum. High-rank officials from several ministries 

and national and local government bodies of Russia participated together with the President of 

Russia Vladimir Putin in various official meetings held during the work of the Forum. 

Mr. Putin in his speech stressed the importance of developing multifaceted trade and investments 

relations with Kazakhstan and said that economies of two countries are closely interconnected.  

Russian president expressed his support to the initiative of the President of Kazakhstan Nursultan 

Nazarbayev to organize forum of business leaders of two states as part of the 13th Russia-

Kazakhstan Interregional Forum.  

During the Forum representatives of two states had discussed issues related to bilateral trade, 

tourism, cooperation within the Eurasian Economic Union. Another important topic was the 

development of the transport services market. Parties evaluated the possibilities of working together 

on transport infrastructure and the coordination of actions and rules for transport and logistics 

services. 

The visit of Russian delegation to Astana resulted in implementing various transit-logistical projects 

in various sectors of the economy worth $25 billion. 
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  EU AND CENTRAL ASIAN STATES COMMITTED TO WORK TOGETHER       
On the 4th of October the 15th Ministerial meeting “Central Asia-European Union” was held in 

Brussels. Foreign ministers of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan 

had attended the meeting. They held a meeting with the EU High Representative for Foreign Affairs 

and Security, the Vice-President of the European Commission Federica Mogherini and EC 

Commissioner for International Cooperation and Development Neven Mimica.  

During the meeting Mogherini argued that Central Asia is a the crossroads of Europe and Asia and is 

important for the European Union. According to her, there is a large untapped potential to deepen 

relations by means of trade and investments, infrastructure projects, as well as through interaction 

between people. She continued by saying that EU is working with partners from Central Asia in a 

number of areas, including security, as EU and the region are neighbours to each other.   

It is worth recalling that the strategy of cooperation between EU and Central Asian states was 

adopted in 2007. This strategy is being implemented in six dimensions in the spheres of ensuring 

stability and security, sustainable economic development and poverty reduction, regional 

cooperation, etc. 

The next “European Union-Central Asia” ministerial meeting will take place in Uzbekistan in 2017. 
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TATARSTAN BECAME CLOSER TO KAZAKHSTAN  

The official opening ceremony of the Representative Office of Tatarstan in Kazakhstan took place 

during the reporting period. The President of Tatarstan Rustam Minnikhanov and the Mayor of 

Astana Asset Issekeshev had attended the ceremony.  

During the meeting the sides discussed issues related to improving further cooperation and exchange 

of experience in cultural, business and other areas between Tatarstan and Kazakhstan.  

In his speech the Mayor of Astana said that two countries share common historical roots and have 

long-standing bonds of brotherhood and mutual respect. He stressed the need to continue this good 

tradition. Mr. Issekeshev also emphasised the important role of Tatarstan in terms of developing 

Russian-Kazakh relations. 

The President of Tatarstan, in his turn, shared his positive impressions about preparations of 

Kazakhstan to host EXPO-2017 international exhibition. “Of course I knew that Astana is preparing 

very seriously to EXPO-2017 and during my visit to the capital of Kazakhstan I was personally 

convinced about this. Advanced technologies are been used here. I am confident that EXPO-2017 in 

Astana would be one of the best examples of hosting huge international events”, Minnikhanov said.  

The parties also discussed the possibility of organizing Days of Tatarstan in Astana in 2017. It is 

worth recalling that Astana and the capital of Tatarstan, Ufa, are sister-cities.   
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THE RESULTS OF KYRGYZ-JAPANESE BUSINESS FORUM  

Kyrgyz-Japanese Business Forum held in Bishkek on October 5 had been dedicated to enhancing 

trade and economic relations, as well as holding discussions on improving infrastructure. Over 20 

major Japanese companies, including Mitsubishi, Panasonic, Nippon Steel, Toyota, Tsusho, took part 

in the work of the Forum.  

According to the Vice-Minister of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism of Japan Hirofumi 

Hanaoka, this Forum intends to make a major contribution to a strengthening of business 

cooperation between two states. He continued by saying that discussed infrastructure projects may 

look like expensive, but when you consider the quality, durability and care for the environment, it 

becomes clear that the price is not very high.  

Kyrgyz news agencies reported that Kyrgyz-Japanese Forum were held in the framework of the 

Program of Japan “Partnership for quality infrastructure: Investment for Asia’s Future”. Japan in 

collaboration with Asian Development Bank will provide approximately 110 billion USD over the 

next 5 years. 

As the result of the meetings held on the sidelines of the Forum, the parties signed memorandum on 

cooperation and identified concrete infrastructure projects that will be implemented in Kyrgyzstan 

with the support of the Japanese colleagues. 
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PREPARATIONS ARE UNDER WAY TO THE EXPO-2017  

On October 4, Deputy Board Chair of JSC "NC" Astana EXPO-2017" Yerbol Shormanov during 

the interview to Kazakh media reported that preparations for the international exhibition EXPO-

2017 is under way.  

As Shormanov noted, it is expected more than 5 million tourists will visit Astana during the EXPO-

2017. According to market research, 85% of visitors would be citizens of Kazakhstan and 15% - 

foreign visitors. He also said that negotiations are completed with three leading Chinese tour 

operators for the acquisition of 500 thousand tickets for the PRC. A leading national provider of rail 

transport - KTZ also enters into a contract to purchase 500 thousand tickets.  

This will allow people to purchase train and Expo tickets. “Given that Astana has rail links with 

almost 19 regions of the Russian Federation, we hope it will also be a good incentive to ensure that 

the Russians have the opportunity to visit the Expo. We have formed a good pool of trails and guests 

are welcome to visit the exhibition ", - concluded Yerbol Shormanov. 

According to the organizers, during the EXPO-2017 Astana will hold around 3000 entertainment 

and cultural activities. Totally, in 2017, between 300 and 500 thousand foreign citizens are expected 

to come to Kazakhstan to visit the exhibition. 
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CHINESE YUAN STRENGTHENS  

On October 1, the IMF’s decision to include RMB to SDR basket came into force. It was signed in 

November 2015. 

As stated in the IMF press release, the Chinese yuan has become the fifth currency included in the 

basket. From October 1, it is made up of the 0.58252 US dollars, 0.38671 Euro, 1.0174 Yuan, 11.9 

Yen, and 0.085946 Pound. The percentage ratio of currencies in the basket as follows: US dollar - 

41.73%, Euro - 30.93%,  Yuan - 10.92%, Yen - 8.33%, Pound - 8.09%.  

According to the Head of the IMF Christine Lagarde: “An expansion of the SDR is an important 

milestone for the Fund, China and the international monetary system.” She noted that the inclusion 

of the yuan is a reflection of the progress made in the reform of monetary system, exchange rate and 

China's financial system, and the recognition of achievements in liberalization, integration and 

improvement of the infrastructure of its financial markets. 

Notably,  this news push world community again into discussions of the benefits and risks associated 

with the emergence of a new world reserve currency. The actions of the People's Bank of China had 

strengthened the fears of some countries and international organizations about the rapid rise of 

China and the Chinese economy. On Tuesday October 4th, Chinese financial regulator has 

strengthened the yuan to the US dollar. 

Chinese experts pointed out that the successful completion of the  G20 Summit in Hangzhou (4-5 

September this year) strengthened the currency. In the final communiqué adopted by G20 countries 

welcomed the inclusion of the Chinese yuan in the SDR basket of the International Monetary Fund. 

Moreover, Chinese financial experts expect further strengthening of the yuan against the dollar. 
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THE NORTH-SOUTH CORRIDOR COMES TRUE       
The North-South Transport Corridor, which was heavily discussed during last several years enters 

into the practical stage. During the meeting held last week between the Minister of Economy of 

Azerbaijan Shahin Mustafayev and the Interior Minister of Iran Abdulriza Rakhmani Fazli, 

representatives of two countries reiterated their interest in rapid construction of the Rasht-Astara 

railway section. On the 4th October, the President of Azerbaijan Ilkham Aliyev signed the decree, 

which approves the Protocol of intentions on cooperation in the implementation of the North-South 

corridor. The Cabinet of Ministers instructed to take necessary measures to implement the provisions 

of the Protocol.  

It is worth reminding that main contours of the agreements on the construction of the railroad were 

reached during the trilateral summit held between Heads of states of Azerbaijan, Russia and Iran in 

Baku. In the final document, leaders of three states note that the North-South corridor is intended to 

link Western Europe with South Asia. Perhaps, railways of Azerbaijan, Iran and Russia will be 

connected with each other. In the initial phase it is planned to transport 5 million tons of cargo 

annually. In later stages, the aim is to increase the capacity to 10 million tons.  

Experts argue that one of the main advantages of the transit corridor is that it passes through the 

territories of three important countries and represents the shortest route than links Iranian port of 

Bandar Abbas and Moscow via Azerbaijan. At present, the parties have agreed to implement the 

project of laying the railroad between Rasht and Astara. 
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THE TURKIC WORLD  REPRESENTATIVES GATHERED IN  TURKEY 

The International Symposium dedicated to the 25th anniversary of the independence of Turkic-

speaking states was held in Ankara on 6-7 October. The Ambassadors of Turkic-speaking states, 

diplomats, renowned scholars and representatives of intelligentsia had attended the event. 

They evaluated and analyzed new opportunities and ways to increase cooperation and further 

strengthen relations in various spheres within the Turkic world. Particular emphasis had been made 

on developing common Turkic values, promoting common history and cultural interaction.  

It is worth noting that this symposium was jointly organized by the Yassawi International Kazakh-

Turkish University, the Center for Political and Economic Research of Ankara (ASEM) with the 

support of the Turkic Council, the International Turkic Academy, TURKSOY, TIKA, the Ataturk 

Supreme Council of Culture, Language and History, Embassy of the Republic of Kazakhstan to 

Turkey, the Turkish Historical Society.  

Earlier, on the 3rd of October, the 3rd Coordination Meeting of the Turkic Council took place. The 

event was attended by the Secretary General of the Turkic Council Ramil Hasanov, the Secretary 

General of the TurkPA Zhandos Asanov, the President of the International Turkic Academy 

Darkhan Kydyrali and the President of the Turkic Culture and Heritage Foundation Gunay 

Efendiyeva. They provided information about organisation’s completed goals and tasks, as well as 

outlined plans to be implemented in the next year. 
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Founded in 2010 by the state leaders of Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan 

and Turkey, the International Turkic Academy conducts and coordinates pro- 

found research on the Turkic world, its culture and history from ancient times 

to the present day. Turkic Academy fosters mutual scientific cooperation 

among research and education centers of the Turkic world. 
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